
The Honorable Phil Scott
Governor
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609

February 26, 2021

Dear Governor Scott,

Since the COVID-19 crisis began, local broadcast television and radio stations have been committed to keeping
Vermonters well informed with extended local news coverage, airing of press conferences, interviews with public officials
and public service announcements about where to find critical supplies and how to stop the spread. At a time when “fake
news” runs rampant on social media and conjecture is presented as fact on cable news networks, it’s local reporters on
Vermont’s TV stations and local personalities on Vermont’s radio stations that both the Government and Vermonters rely
on to disseminate timely, reliable, unbiased and accurate information.

It is under this premise we ask you to consider issuing an Executive Order giving broadcasters First Informer status. Used
in Missouri, Virginia, Georgia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Nevada, Idaho, Arkansas, Wisconsin, Georgia and South Carolina,
this status ensures that essential workers in the broadcast industry have the requisite access needed to keep Vermonters
informed during severe weather, emergencies, disasters and times of crisis. It calls for a protocol to be established
whereby essential broadcast workers are issued an official First Informer credential that is recognized and honored by
state and local law enforcement on the scene during severe weather, emergency, disaster or crisis. Essential broadcast
workers include but are not limited to journalists and camera operators traveling to and from breaking news scenes as
well as engineers and station operators traveling to and from antennas, transmitters, generators, tower sites and/or
studios to keep stations functioning. These credentials can either be produced and distributed by Vermont Department of
Public Safety or by the Vermont Association of Broadcasters with cooperation and approval by VT DPS.

COVID-19 guidance from the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) included radio and television broadcasters as Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce. In March 2020 at the
beginning of the pandemic, they issued a letter for broadcasters to carry with them urging law enforcement not to restrict
travel to and from stations, tower sites, etc, but acknowledged the Federal letter had no authority or jurisdiction with state
or local law enforcement. Recently, the CISA asked the Vermont Association of Broadcasters to compile a database of
Critical Infrastructure in the Communications Sector, again acknowledging the importance of maintaining the critical
communication service broadcast television and radio provide.

Broadcasters respect the critical work of First Responders and Emergency Managers in times of crisis and are not
proposing a “carte blanche” all access pass. We are asking for a First Informer status credential and protocol accepted
and recognized by state and local law enforcement identifying accredited members of the media, broadcast engineers and
station operators in order to provide accurate and timely information Vermonters deserve no matter the situation.

Watch a powerful video demonstrating the indispensable role local broadcasters serve as “first informers” during times of
emergency at https://youtu.be/DyfhEkqUo0A

Please show your appreciation for the service Vermont Broadcasters provide by issuing a “First Informer” Executive Order
so that we may have the full cooperation of the Vermont Department of Public Safety and Vermont Emergency
Management to develop a “First Informer” access protocol.

Sincerely,

Wendy Mays
Executive Director
Vermont Association of Broadcasters
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